
ImageMax can SAVE you $1500 per year, 
compared to an A/T2000®, 

and easily pay for itself in less than 2 years!

A/T2000® ImageMax
Monthly
Savings

Chemistry $60 $16 $44
Cleaning $20 $0 $20

Repairs $25 $0 $25
Used Fixer Disposal $45 $9 $36

Monthly Total * $150 $25 $125

Savings Year #1 $1500

Savings Year #2 $3000
Savings Year #3 $4500

                                        ImageMax  Factory Direct Price $3495    Sale Price $2695

X-RaySupport.com         (509) 279-2061           

A/T2000® ImageMax

Chemistry

An A/T2000 will use 6 gallons of chemistry 
per month (1 gallon dev & 1 gallon fix to fill, 
and 2 gallons of each for replenishment). 
High quality chemistry is $10 - $15 / gallon. 

ImageMax will use just 1 quart each of dev & fix every 
2 weeks. That’s just 1 gallon total per month! 
1 quart of ImageMax chemistry is $4 each or just $8 
per change. 2 changes per month = $16.

Cleaning

It usually takes at least an hour each month to 
clean an A/T2000. A professional cleaning 
service can charge as much as $50 / visit to 
do an on-site cleaning!  

ImageMax is virtually self-cleaning! Simply push the
Drain button, then Rinse, Refill, DONE!

Your staff will thank you and you'll save money!

Repairs

Repair bills vary greatly – difficult to estimate, 
but consider that an A/T2000 transport costs 
over $500, a circuit board costs well over 
$1000. Labor is often over $100 / hour!  
Again, it's difficult to estimate repair costs, 
but a safe guess might be $25 / month.

ImageMax has no mechanical moving parts in the 
chemistry to wear out - No Belts, No Rollers, 
No Tracks, and No Gears!  

      ImageMax comes with a LIFETIME warranty!         
              How about no more repair bills?!

Used Fixer 
Disposal

A/T2000 creates 3 gallons of used fixer 
every month!  Hazardous waste pickup 
companies can charge $15-50 per gallon! 

At the end of 2 weeks, ImageMax only produces 
1 quart of used fixer. That’s 85% less waste!  
SilverMax, also from XRS, is just $9 / month to use.

ImageMax  will not only SAVE YOU MONEY, but it also delivers the BEST film quality
                            that you’ve ever seen!

PLUS: ImageMax puts an end to frustrating retakes because film is lost, poorly processed, 
                   or has annoying artifacts!  

Even More Savings... Film from XRS is 20-50% less compared to the other guys!
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*  See below for explanation of 
    amounts used in this chart


